OBS Repository Rules and Information

The Repository is located at the end of Barn 5 near the maintenance office

GENERAL INFORMATION

THERE IS NO LONGER A BONE WARRANTY FOR ANY HORSE WHETHER OR NOT THERE ARE RADIOGRAPHS IN THE REPOSITORY.

The Repository is established for consignors to deposit radiographs and other relevant information for inspection by prospective Purchasers’ registered veterinarians. The deposit and inspection of information, and access to the Repository are subject to the Conditions of Sale. Below is a summary of the Conditions of Sale concerning the Repository. (Condition Thirteenth) Please refer to the full version of the Conditions of Sale which may be found in the OBS catalog and the OBS website.

Summary of Repository Conditions (OBS Condition Thirteenth)

- Repository is voluntary
- Consignor warrants all information placed in Repository is accurate, valid and authentic or horse may be subject to return
- All information placed in the Repository is the property of the Consignor or Consignor’s veterinarian and may be picked up 72 hours after the fall of the hammer. Consignor may grant permission for the Purchaser to receive the information
- Purchasers are responsible for conducting a full inspection of horses and Repository information
- Purchasers acknowledge Veterinary Radiographic Reports are;
  - Subjective veterinary opinions
  - NOT a substitute for a review of actual radiographs
- OBS will NOT review or warrant Repository information

- A Veterinary Radiographic Report must be submitted in addition to the radiographs. OBS will supply Consignors with a "stamped" copy of the Report. THIS IS THE ONLY REPORT A CONSIGNOR MAY USE IN PRESENTING INFORMATION TO A POTENTIAL PURCHASER.
- AFTER THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE ADDITIONAL VETERINARY INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AND MUST BE ANNOUNCED FROM THE AUCTION STAND.

RULES FOR VIEWING RADIOGRAPHS

- Each veterinarian desiring to inspect the Radiographs on behalf of their client, must register in person at the Repository by completing a Veterinarian Registration form. Once completed they will receive a user name and password valid for the current sale only. Veterinarians are required to register with OBS in person for each sale.
- NO PERSON MAY REMOVE, COPY OR REPRODUCE THE RADIOGRAPHS FROM THE
SUMMARY OF OBS CONDITIONS SEVENTH AND EIGHTH

THERE IS NO LONGER A BONE WARRANTY FOR ANY HORSE WHETHER OR NOT THERE ARE RADIOGRAPHS IN THE REPOSITORY

Below is a summary of issues that must be announced, and issues that may be placed in the Repository or announced per Condition Seventh and Eighth of the Conditions of Sale. Please refer to the full version of the Conditions of Sale which may be found in the OBS catalog and the OBS website.

ANNOUNCEMENT REQUIRED whether or not the information is in the Repository
(Warranty expiration in parentheses)

- Cribber (7 days)
- Ridgling, Gelding, or removal of testicle(s) (48 hours)
- Spayed filly or mare (48 hours)
- Starter's, Steward's, Veterinarian's List (45 days)
- Breeding status correction (24 hours)
- Reproductive surgeries within two years of date of sale (14 days)
  - C-Section
  - Cervix surgery
  - Removal of an ovary
  - Urethral extension

PLACED IN REPOSITORY OR Announcement allowed
(Warranty expiration in parentheses)

- Impaired vision (48 hours)
- Invasive Joint Surgery: 2YO or less or unraced racing prospects, excluding horses that have raced or being sold for breeding purposes only (7 days)
- Check Ligament Surgery (48 hours)
- Throat Surgery: 2YO or less or unraced racing prospects, excluding horses that have raced or being sold for breeding purposes only (7 days)
- Abdominal Surgery within 2 years or resection at any time (7 days)
- Nerved: excluding horses sold for breeding purposes only (48 hours)

Conditions which are returnable that may NOT be announced or placed in repository
(Warranty expiration in parentheses)

- Scope findings: After July 1st of a horse’s yearling year, excluding horses that have raced or being sold for breeding purposes only (48 hours)
  - Epiglottic entrapment
  - Unable to fully abduct
  - Severe chondritis or deformed arytenoid
  - Sub-epiglottic cyst
  - Persistent Displacement soft palate
  - Rostral displacement palatopharyngeal arch
  - Cleft Palate
  - Other lesions which obstructs air flow

- Wobbler (7 days)
- Acute Laminitis: excluding horses sold for breeding purposes only (48 hours)
- Prohibited Practices (48 hours)
  - Shockwave
  - Acupuncture for throat function
  - Injection behind knee to conceal true conformation
  - Electrical device during training or under tack
  - Invasive practice concealing material defect or chronic lameness